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Abstract: During the commissioning of the first of the two detectors of the Double Chooz
experiment, an unexpected and dominant background caused by the emission of light inside
the optical volume has been observed. A specific study of the ensemble of phenomena
called Light Noise has been carried out in-situ, and in an external laboratory, in order to
characterize the signals and to identify the possible processes underlying the effect. Some
mechanisms of instrumental noise originating from the PMTs were identified and it has been
found that the leading one arises from the light emission localized on the photomultiplier
base and produced by the combined effect of heat and high voltage across the transparent
epoxy resin covering the electric components. The correlation of the rate and the amplitude
of the signal with the temperature has been observed. For the first detector in operation the
induced background has been mitigated using online and oﬄine analysis selections based on
timing and light pattern of the signals, while a modification of the photomultiplier assembly
has been implemented for the second detector in order to blacken the PMT bases.
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1 Introduction
Evidence of the contamination of the physics data by an instrumental background aris-
ing primarily from light signals produced inside the photomultipliers assembly has been
reported by many experiments over the past years [1–5]. In some cases the instrumental
background has been described as a fast (≈ 10 − 100 ns) flash of light or, in other cases, as
a train ( ≈ 1 − 10 µs) of pulses similar to the glowing in gas.
It is possible that the spurious light emission is detected by some of the surrounding
or opposite tubes in such a way that the event can satisfy the trigger logic and be recorded
on disk. In some cases it is necessary to turn off permanently the most active PMTs in
order to reduce the contamination of the physics sample with spurious events or to limit
an undesirable trigger dead time [6]. A set of cuts, typically based on the event topology,
has to be used to reject the instrumental background oﬄine, and the evaluation of the cut
efficiency and acceptance, as well as the monitoring over time of the background stability
in rate and amplitude, are then required over the entire data taking. Additionally a visual
scanning of the events was required on some occasions in order to reject the remaining
background [1] contaminating the physics sample. The possible f lashing or light glowing of
the optical units is considered a potential concern for the future giant neutrino detectors
equipped with several thousands of PMTs [7, 8]. A potential correlation of the ensemble of
phenomena called Light Noise (LN) with temperature and high voltage has been sometimes
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evidenced [9, 10], however poor information can be found in literature and, to the best of our
knowledge, no systematic study of the effect or explanation of the light emission mechanism
have been published.
During the preliminary tests of the Double Chooz far detector (FD), the first one
operational of the two foreseen by the project, an unexpectedly high light signal rate was
measured before the detector was filled with liquid scintillator. Photon emissions, not
evidenced at the time of the characterization of the PMTs in laboratory and not caused by
light leaks, were detected when the PMTs were switched on, with a rate correlated to their
high voltage values. None of the tubes was able to justify the total trigger rate observed, but
each PMT was an effective emitter with a rate of the order of ≈ 0.1−1 s−1, with some units
more active than the others. The pulses were able to trigger the DAQ and contaminate the
physics data sample. The effect remained substantially unchanged after the filling of the
detector.
Detailed investigations, also with laboratory tests on photomultipliers of the same type
as the ones installed in Double Chooz, have been carried out in order to clarify the features of
the light pulse and its production mechanism. It has been observed that the light emission
was likely localized on the photomultiplier base, and it was produced by the combined
effect of heat and high voltage across the electric components. Currently more than 75
% of the total triggers in the far detector are identified as spurious events produced by
this instrumental background. As predicted by the tests in laboratory an overall increase
over time of the LN rate has been measured during the physics runs. Evidences of the
correlation of the rate with the seasonal variation of the detector temperature have been
additionally found after three years of data taking, thus a temperature control system has
been operated in the far detector in order to reduce such dependence. At the same time the
bases of the near detector (ND) PMTs have been covered with a black sheet of a radiopure
and chemically neutral material (Lumirror) that substantially reduced the impact of that
background.
The characteristic features of the effect, the details on the modifications implemented to
the PMT assembly and the cuts used to reject the background are reported in the following.
The results of the investigations can be particularly relevant for other experiments that are
known to use similar optical units or base assembly [3, 5, 11].
2 The Double Chooz light detection system
Double Chooz is a reactor neutrino experiment which recently measured the mixing an-
gle θ13 through reactor antineutrino disappearance. The electron antineutrinos of energy
Eν¯e , produced by the two reactor cores of the Chooz nuclear power plant in France, are
detected through inverse beta decay (IBD): ν¯e+p → e++n in hydrocarbon liquid scintilla-
tors that provide the free proton targets. The IBD signature is a coincidence of a prompt
positron signal followed by a delayed neutron capture and the ν¯e energy is reconstructed
from Eprompt, the positron visible energy (Eν¯e  Eprompt+0.78 MeV). Results obtained with
the first detector in operation, located 1050 m from the two reactors, show the reactor elec-
tron antineutrino disappearance to be consistent with neutrino oscillations. From a fit to
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Figure 1. Cross section of the far detector.
the observed energy spectrum we found θ13 to be sin22θ13=0.090+0.032−0.029 [12]. The experiment
continues to run and a near detector, placed at 400 m from the reactor cores and almost
identical to the far one, is now in operation and is expected to reduce the systematic un-
certainties related to reactor neutrinos (flux and energy) and detection efficiency, achieving
at least a precision on sin22θ13 of ∼0.015 in three years of data taking [12].
The main bulk of the detector is made of four concentric cylindrical tanks with three
central volumes, collectively called the inner detector (ID), optically coupled. The innermost
of two acrylic vessels contains 10.3 m3 of gadolinium-loaded (1 g/l) liquid scintillator (20
% PXE, 80 % Dodecane, PPO, Bis-MSB [13]) that acts as a ν¯e-target (NT, Fig. 1). The
NT is placed in the γ-catcher (GC), a 55 cm thick Gd-free liquid scintillator (4 % PXE, 46
% Dodecane, 50 % mineral oil, PPO, Bis-MSB) layer used to detect gamma rays escaping
from the NT. The GC is surrounded by a 105 cm thick mineral oil layer (buffer) whose
task is to shield from radioactivity coming from PMTs and surrounding rock. The light
readout system is based on 390 10-inch PMTs that are installed on the inner wall of the
stainless steel buffer tank and angled to maximize the light collection uniformity at the
trigger stage [14]. Outside the ID, and optically separated from it, a 50 cm thick liquid
scintillator inner veto (IV) volume is equipped with 78 8-inch PMTs, and acts as an active
shield to veto the interactions produced by cosmic muons or external radioactivity. The
detector is surrounded by a 15 cm thick layer of demagnetized steel to suppress external
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Figure 2. Schematic of the breeder circuit of the Double Chooz PMTs [15].
gamma rays, and is covered by an outer veto system (OV) made of plastic scintillator strips
modules to tag muons.
A set of 390 10-inch diameter low-background PMTs (R7081MOD-ASSY) produced by
Hamamatsu Photonics [15] is used to detect the scintillation light produced in the ID. The
10 inch diameter low background PMTs are characterized by good photoelectron separation
and timing resolution [16, 17]. The PMT assembly is equipped with a breeder circuit (Fig.
2) which accommodates a single cable readout1. A round board and the cable end (Fig. 3-
left) are soldered to the base electrodes. The PMTs are operated with positive high voltage
of 1320 V on average corresponding to a gain of ≈ 107, and a maximum voltage difference
of 520 V is generated between the cathode and the first dynode of the PC board. About
0.05 W of heat dissipation on R1 and R2 (Fig. 2) makes the PC board temperature locally
slightly higher. The entire PMT is submerged in an organic oil (buffer liquid) made of a
mixture of n-alkanes and mineral oil [13]. The maximum oil depth is 7 m and the maximum
oil pressure on the PMT and its base is 0.6 atm. The base circuit part is molded with epoxy
resin (main agent MG151+ hardner HY306 [18]) to insulate the PCB and the electric parts
from the oil as shown in Fig. 3-right. The resin is contained in an acrylic case with a hole
at the center of the end plate to allow for the volume change during the polymerization
process of the resin. The choice of transparent acrylic and epoxy allows visual inspection
of the sealing as well as of the electric components of the base circuit. The oil prevention
treatment is similar to the ones used for KamLAND, RENO and Daya Bay PMTs.
The whole PMT is surrounded by a cylindrical (0.5 mm thick, 275 mm height and
1 Some ringing of the PMT signal was evident in case of very large light pulses [14].
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Figure 3. Picture of the optical unit (left) and cross section of the base assembly (right) [15] .
300 mm inner diameter) mu-metal magnetic shield. The dimensions of the shield and its
relative position with respect to the PMT photocathode are optimized to maximize the
shielding capability with the minimal loss of light collection [19]. The distance between the
top of the PMT and the shield edge is 5.5 cm. The inner wall of the mu-metal is a metal
surface with a measured reflectivity of ∼ 60 % at ∼ 400 nm and, being almost completely
specular, it acts as an effective light concentrator/collimator.
3 Evidence of spontaneous emission of light by the Double Chooz PMTs
During the preliminary commissioning of the far detector and before its filling with liquid
scintillator, tests of the light detection system were carried out by taking data with a 16
channels portable readout system connected to 16 PMTs located on the bottom of the buffer
vessel. The PMT pulses were taken directly before the front-end electronics [20] and the
signal coincidence rate was recorded. A ≈ 120 Hz rate for a 4-fold multiplicity condition
was measured with all 390 PMTs at 1000 V. The rate dropped to ≈ 10 Hz powering only
the 16 monitoring PMTs, thus suggesting that the high coincidence rate measured with all
the PMTs switched on was produced by the emission of light inside the detector and was
not caused by any light leaks2. Additional scans were performed evidencing the correlation
between the measured coincidence rate and the number of PMTs turned on (Fig. 4-left),
thus it was possible to exclude a possible malfunctioning of some specific units and explain
the process as a general behavior of the PMT array. LN events appeared within few tens
of seconds after the voltage of the monitored PMTs was ramped up, and stayed stable over
the following hours (Fig. 4-right). Subsequently an even higher trigger rate was measured
2 Similar results were found for different sets of PMTs.
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Figure 4. Coincidence rate measured with 16 monitor PMTs versus total number of PMTs on (left)
and trigger rate progression as the high voltages of the monitored PMTs are ramped up (right)
during the preliminary tests before the filling of the detector. The rate is measured by the 4-fold
coincidence.
Figure 5. Time profile of the FD’s PMT pulses detected for two typical LN events (left and middle)
compared with a neutrino interaction (right). Only in the last case the signals of the different PMTs
are similar and the time correlation between the arrival time of the photons is evident.
in operating conditions above the foreseen neutrino threshold (0.4 MeV) with the PMTs at
the nominal voltages.
The effect remained substantially unchanged after the filling of the detector. A visual
inspection of the waveform of those events excluded that the effect was produced by elec-
tronic noise, suggesting that the signal detected appeared to be produced by light pulses,
which spanned in time from a few tens to hundreds of ns. In Fig. 5 two typical events are
compared with a neutrino interaction. In case of LN , larger pulses were detected by one
specific PMT, on the contrary, in case of a neutrino interaction, similar light signals were
detected by all PMTs with a time correlation featuring the time-of-flight of the scintilla-
tion photons. Even though, on an event by event basis, the dominant charge signal was
produced by one PMT, the light spread out inside the detector after several reflections,
triggering the DAQ and contaminating the physics data sample.
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Figure 6. Experimental setup used for the tests in laboratory with the 4 monitor PMTs and the
flasher placed in a climate-controlled chamber.
4 Laboratory tests and explanation of the effect
The features of the light signal and the possible physical processes causing the emission of
light was studied in the laboratory with dedicated tests. Data were acquired with three 1"
Hamamatsu R6095 PMTs placed on top of the base (Fig. 6) of a 10" R7081 PMT3. The
PMTs were located in a climate-controlled chamber (Binder MKF240) that was completely
light-tight and allowed to carry out the test in a controlled environment of humidity and
temperature. Another R7081 PMT4 was placed in front of the tested unit in order to
investigate the light escaping its reflector shield. Several runs have been taken in different
configurations covering or uncovering the base, the shield and the photocathode of the
emitter with a black sheet. While the main purpose of the measurement was the study of
rate, amplitude and pulse shape of the light signal in different and controlled conditions, the
small size of the 1" monitor PMTs placed directly on the base also makes the setup suitable
for the identification of the light emission position. The glowing events are identified by the
coincidence of the three 1" PMTs (200 ns window) with a signal threshold corresponding
to 1 photoelectron. An 8 µs window (1 µs pre-trigger) is then digitized using a CAEN flash
ADC (N6720) with 250 MHz sampling rate. A LED placed inside the chamber allowed to
monitor the PMTs gain stability during the tests. Background runs for each configuration
have been taken for reference by keeping the emitter switched off.
4.1 Light emission features
Several measurements have been made changing the voltage supplied to the light emitter and
the temperature. In Fig. 7 the prompt direct dependence of the measured coincidence rate
3 The PMT has been previously identified as a flasher at room temperature.
4 A negligible light emission rate has been measured for that PMT during preliminary tests.
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Figure 7. Variation of the light emission rate (3-fold coincidence) for different PMT high voltage
values, keeping stable (left) or changing (right) the PMT temperature. A rise of the temperature
always corresponds to higher rates and bigger amplitudes of the detected signals.
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Figure 8. Variation of the monitoring PMTs coincidence rate during a LN test in stable conditions
(left). The coincidence rate during the first 4000 s with the 10" glower off are shown for reference.
Evolution of the integrated charge (back dots - right) and variation of the overall mean value (red
dots - right) as a function of the time.
with the increase of voltage and temperature is shown, confirming the observations already
noted during the preliminary tests in the far detector. A rise of the temperature always
produced an increase in the light production rate, however during the tests it was noticed
that the corresponding decrease of the temperature was not able to lower the emission in
the same way. A rate hysteresis is thus produced moving back the temperature to the
original value, with the frequency of the emission always higher after every cycle. In order
to coherently characterize the light emission, the results presented in the following were
obtained at constant values of temperature (T=25 ◦C), voltage (V=1400 V) and humidity
(60 % relative value).
In Fig. 8-left the evolution of the trigger rate is shown as a function of time for a
typical run taken during the tests in laboratory with the PMT in stable conditions. During
the first part of the run (t <4000 s) the glower was switched off in order to measure the
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background rate. Some triggers (≈ 0.1 Hz rate) mainly given by cosmic rays and cross talk
between the channels have been recorded, however their impact can be considered negligible
for this analysis. Even though the PMTs have been kept in stable conditions, a significant
variation of the rate is evident. An average trigger rate of ≈ 6 Hz has been measured shortly
after the glower was switched on, however the rate rose to as much as 45 Hz for roughly a
one hour transient and then went back down to ≈ 6 Hz again without any apparent reason,
thus evidencing a clear instability of the light emission process.
The variation in time of the charge integrated in the same 200 ns digitization window
has been investigated in the regions evidenced by the different trigger rate values . In
Fig. 8-right the integrated signal in number of photoelectrons detected by one 1" monitor
PMT is plotted as a function of time. The increase in the rate is produced by signals
with an amplitude smaller than the typical signal detected in the flat rate regions. In
Fig. 9 two typical waveforms are shown for events in the low (first waveform) and high
(second waveform) rate region. While the first one is characterized by the detection of
hundreds of photoelectrons in 200-300 ns, the second event is given by the detection of a
train of pulses of few (≈ 1-2) photoelectrons over several µs. However, even though the light
pulses have widely different features, the integral signals obtained by summing up the total
charge detected on large (≈ 1 s) time scale is similar (Fig. 10-left). The average number
of photolectrons detected per second seems to be constant and independent of the type of
light pulses detected, thus suggesting a possible common physical process that releases the
same stored energy through complementary light production mechanisms. The analysis of
the signal asymmetry (SPMT1−SPMT3)/(SPMT1+SPMT3) between the two monitor 1" PMTs
on the sides evidences different constant ratios (Fig. 10-right), suggesting the presence of
different emission points on the base each of which characterized by a peculiar light signal
in terms of shape, rate and amplitude.
Additional tests carried out with other R7081 PMTs, initially not identified as flashers
after tests at room temperature, showed that a light emission can be induced by raising the
temperature and/or the voltage to values higher than the normal operating conditions, thus
suggesting that the light emission is a general effect that can characterize any Double Chooz
optical unit. At the same time further tests carried out with a naked base not covered by
epoxy did not evidence an emission of light in any condition. This excluded the possibility
that the LN was simply caused by thermal emission and suggested a central role of the
epoxy in the light production mechanism.
4.2 Epoxy investigation
More detailed investigations on the behavior of the epoxy used to cover the PMTs base
have been carried out in the laboratory. Two pins (0.6 mm diameter) have been connected
to a power supply and inserted (≈ 5 mm distance) in a small piece of epoxy (≈ 10 g). The
signal coincidence rate of two 1" PMTs, of the same type as used in Fig. 6, has been used to
monitor the emitted light. A ceramic heater has been placed underneath the epoxy sample
in order to raise its temperature. While no emission of light has been observed without
field between the pins, light signals have been detected with HV values of the order of 1
kV, thus confirming the central role of the epoxy in the production of light. Events similar
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Figure 9. Different LN pulses detected during the tests in laboratory: while the first one is charac-
terized by a bigger flash of light of some hundreds of ns, the second one is a train of small pulses of
some µs.
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Figure 10. Average signal detected in pe/s (left) and evolution in time of the signal asymmetry (see
text for details) between two monitor PMTs (right) (same run of Fig. 8). Multiple emission points
can be identified on the base corresponding to the different asymmetry values.
to the ones detected during the tests of the R7081 PMTs have been detected (Fig. 11-le f t),
with shapes related to the distance between the pins and pin holes sizes. Additionally a
clear dependence of rate and amplitude of the signals on HV and temperature has been
evidenced as in the previous tests. A major rise in the temperature of the sample (≈ 50◦C
average value measured with a thermographic camera) and HV (≈ 4-5 kV) of the sample
made possible to take pictures of the light emission with a high sensitivity digital camera
on several minutes exposure. In Fig. 11-right the light pattern recorded by the camera
(almost blue or violet) has been superimposed on the image of the epoxy sample and the
HV pins. A clear emission point can be noticed at the edge of one pin, while the rest of the
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Figure 11. Typical signal detected with the epoxy sample in the electric field (left) and light emission
recorded in dark conditions by the high sensitivity camera after 5 minutes exposure (right) with
T≈ 50◦C (the epoxy sample image has been overlapped to the light recorded in dark conditions).
Three metal pins at different potentials have been inserted in the sample, the light emission is
evident only on the cathode pin (see text for details).
pattern is mainly dominated by the light diffracted on the cracks in the epoxy holes. The
emission of light is localized close to the electrode with the lower potential while it seems
to be absent (or too low to be detected) on the other one. That is also the case switching
the polarity between the opposite pins: after a short transient (few minutes) when the light
is visible on both pins the luminosity near the anode decreases and eventually disappears.
Also, more intense light emissions have been observed when the epoxy and the pins are
closer (or in direct contact).
In order to fully prove that the light emission of the PMTs can be produced by the
combined effect of heat and high voltage on the epoxy glue covering the base circuit, a small
sample has been placed between the two pins of a 10 MΩ resistor similar to the ones used on
the Double Chooz PMTs base, that also acts as heater for the epoxy when a current of some
mA flows in the resistor. In Fig. 12-left the image recorded by the camera in dark conditions
is shown. A clear bright spot is evidenced where the cathode pin is in contact with the
epoxy, while the illumination of the sample body is probably given by the diffracted light.
No light emission has been recorded by the camera in dark conditions after removing the
epoxy or isolating the metal pins with black tape, thus preventing the direct contact of the
epoxy with the electrodes. A similar glowing emission has been observed with two different
pieces of epoxy in contact with the resistor pins and separated in the middle by a small
gap (Fig. 12-right). Light production, probably given by corona discharge in air caused
by the polarization of the two samples, is evident while no electric discharge is observed
putting the pins at the possible minimum distance. On the contrary the light production
point moves back to the cathode pin location when putting the two epoxy pieces in direct
contact. Similar results have been obtained carrying out the same tests with other different
types of transparent epoxy commercially available (Epo-Tek® 301-2 [21], Araldite® 2011
[22]).
The previous results fully proves that the epoxy used to cover the electronic compo-
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Figure 12. Glowing of epoxy samples placed on a resistor recorded with the camera in dark condi-
tions.
nents can cause the emission of light under certain conditions of voltage and temperature,
thus explaining the light emission from the Double Chooz PMTs base. A possible simple
explanation of the effect can be given considering that, due to the polarization of the epoxy,
a strong field is present around the electrodes. According to that scenario photons can be
produced by the glowing of the air trapped between the epoxy and the pins through a
corona effect. It is possible that the vapor pressure of the epoxy components could also
play a role causing the corona. The possible glowing of the gas trapped at the interface
between insulating layers with different dielectric properties is a well known phenomenon
in industry, and procedures to remove air from epoxy or urethane mixtures are typically
suggested before the encapsulation of electronic components [23].
5 Characterization of the Light Noise during the commissioning of the far detector
The Double Chooz Flash ADCs record the complete waveforms in a 256 ns digitization
window with 2 ns sampling, thus allowing the full comparison between spurious and scin-
tillation emissions in terms of pulse shape. The LN signals are typically characterized by
a quite irregular shape with a relatively slow rise time (≈ 70 ns, Fig. 13-left) compared to
the well known smooth shape with short rise time (≈ 10 ns, Fig. 13-right) typical of the
scintillator.
As evidenced in the previous section one of the possible kinds of LN emission is in
form of a long train of small pulses at the level of the single photoelectron. Thus, in this
case, it is possible that the baseline measured in the pre-trigger region (first 50 ns of the
digitized signal) significantly differs from the usual value since small pulses, not producing
any trigger, can be present. Additionally a single spurious light emission can produce one
or even two triggers resulting in correlated background.
The entire energy region of interest ([0.4,20] MeV) seems to be contaminated by the
LN background. At higher energies the emitter can be more easily identified since the
majority of the photons produced are detected by the PMT itself. The rate of events at
which a PMT detects the maximum charge is shown in Fig. 14-left as a function of the
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Figure 13. Summed waveforms recorded with the flash ADCs for a LN event (left) compared to a
typical signal produced by the liquid scintillation (right). The shapes for the purple line have been
corrected taking into account the estimated vertex position and the photons time of flight.
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Figure 14. Rate of maximum charge detection vs PMT ID number (left), showing the units
with higher rate that can be identified as possible hot LN emitters. Detected energy spectrum
of LN (right) for two sets of data corresponding to the first Double Chooz publication (black) and
to a later sample (red).
PMT id-number, allowing the units in the array showing the higher rate to be identified
as the hottest flashers. At energies closer to the detector threshold, the identification is
more difficult and more complex parameters based on the light pattern and the hit time
distribution have to be considered in order to identify the spurious events (see Sec. 6).
The detected energy spectrum after LN selection, shown in Fig. 14-right, is falling roughly
exponentially.
It has not been possible to carry out a robust study of the LN emission position through
the vertex reconstruction algorithms since the unusual light pattern detected translates into
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Figure 15. Rate variations for three consecutive runs. The black dots correspond to LN events,
the red squares to ν¯e preselected candidates (see ref. [12] for the details on the selection) and the
green triangles to muon events. The PMTs were switched-off after the fist run (August, 24th) and
switched-on during the second one (nominal voltages reached at t ≈500 s - August, 29th) .
a mis-reconstruction of the emission point by the software, such that the light appears to
be emitted very often from hot spots in the center of the ID.
During the commissioning of the far detector, several tests were performed in order to
decrease the LN rate. The PMT voltages were lowered such that the gains were finally 5/6
of the nominal value. As a result the rate of prompt (∈[0.4,20] MeV) events decreased by ≈
15 % before applying any rejection cuts, while the delayed (∈[4,10] MeV) Gd capture signal
rate went down by ≈ 40 %. Switching off PMTs for a while had only a temporary impact
on the background. In Fig. 15 the rate of ν¯e candidates [12] is compared with the ones of
the events that are vetoed by the µ veto or tagged as LN (see Sec. 6) for dedicated runs
taken before and after a six days power cut. The IBD candidates and muons rates, after
a transient given by the power up of the PMTs (t <500 s, Fig. 15-middle), seem to be
stable and similar for all the runs, however the LN rate decreased temporarily right after
the PMTs were powered back on and went back to a value similar to the original one after
some days.
At the end of the commissioning phase in March 2011 the 15 hottest PMTs, identified
among the more active units in events in which one PMT detected at least 10 % of the total
charge ( qmax/qtot >0.1), were switched off. This resulted in the overall emission rate in the
detector being reduced by ≈ 30 Hz. Dedicated studies, also with Monte Carlo simulations,
proved that the impact of the previous actions on the detector performance was minimal
and no substantial anisotropy in the detector response was introduced since the switched-off
PMTs were randomly distributed. The detector configuration was adopted as the default
configuration and was kept stable over the physics runs.
5.1 Evolution of the Light Noise during the physics runs
The LN emission rate of each single photomultiplier has been unstable over the data taking.
Some units showed an increasing emission which, for a subset of them, returned to normal.
In spite of the actions taken during the commissioning phase to reduce the light emission,
the overall trigger rate increased during the physics runs although the rate of the physics
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Figure 16. Variation in time of the trigger rate (black line) and buffer temperature (red line) from
the start of the data taking (left): the sudden jump in the rate was produced by the 15 hot PMTs
turned back on. Correlation between trigger rate and temperature gradient (right)
.
events was stable in the same period of time. In Fig. 16-left the variation of the total
trigger rate is shown along with the temperature of the mineral oil in the buffer volume,
evidencing a possible seasonal modulation of the background that increases from April to
October while slightly decreases or remains stable from November to March. Even if quite
small variations of the temperature (≈ 0.5 ◦C) have been measured, a positive gradient of
the temperature has a clear impact on the event rate (Fig. 16-right), while a corresponding
decrease has not been measured during the winter negative gradients. As a result a total
trigger rate measured at the end of 2014, after three years of operations, was more than
double the initial value. That could be explained because the rise of the temperature allows
the polarization of epoxy molecules but negative temperature gradients freezes the status
and do not reverse the effect, as was already observed during the laboratory test.
6 Cuts and background rejection
As discussed in Sec. 5, it was not possible to reject the LN events through the reconstructed
vertex position, thus a set of variables have been studied in order to discriminate that
background from the neutrinos interactions. LN pulses are characterized by an irregular
shape with slower rise time with respect to the liquid scintillator pulses. A simple cut
based on the rise time of the detected signal5 trise proved to have a certain LN identification
capability. However, in order to guarantee a significant discrimination efficiency, the pulse
had to be corrected by the time of flight between the reconstructed event vertex and each
PMT position. Since the trise cut depends on the position reconstruction, we preferred
to investigate a different low-level set of cuts that were not depending on the software
algorithms.
Events in the energy range of interest ( Evis ∈ [0.4, 20] MeV), and with no significant
activity in IV (QIV < 30000 charge units, see ref. [12] for the details) are considered for
the analysis. The LN emission, being localized in the PMT base, leads to inhomogeneous
5 Sum of signals produced by all the PMTs
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Figure 17. Histograms of qmax/qtot (left) and of Qdev (right) for events before and after the LN se-
lection (see the text for details). The impact of the cuts qmax/qtot < 0.12 and Qdev <30000 sample
is evidenced.
Figure 18. σq vs σt plane. qmax/qtot and Qdev cuts are applied. The black line represents the 2D
cut on the σq/σt plan. Events of interest belong to the left side of this line whereas LN events
belong to the right side of this line.
distributions in charge and time among all the PMT. Therefore, one time-based as well as
three charge-based variables were designed to identify and reject both the fast high energy
LN events as well as the low energy long pulses:
• qmax/qtot corresponds to the ratio of the maximum charge recorded by a PMT over
the total charge in the event
• Qdev is defined as Qdev 1/N × ∑Ni (qmax − qi)2/qi where N is the number of PMTs
within a sphere of 1 m radius centered at the PMT with the maximum charge
• σt corresponds to the standard deviation of the PMTs hit time distribution
• σq corresponds to the standard deviation of the PMTs integrated charge distribution
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Figure 19. Visible energy spectra (left) obtained before (black) and after (blue) the LN rejection
cuts. Evolution of the rates over time (right) for physics (blue) and LN event (orange).
Typically the PMT responsible for the light emission detects itself the maximum charge,
thus the value qmax/qtot for those events tends to be larger than that of an interaction in
the liquid scintillator. The qmax/qtot cut is then set to 0.12 (Fig. 17-left), the events with
smaller values being considered as a possible scintillation emission inside the inner detector,
while the others are classified as LN . Qdev represents the charge non-uniformity for PMTs
around the one with maximum charge, which tends to be larger for high energy LN events.
The Qdev variable is set to be lower than 30000 charge units for the events of interest (Fig.
17-right).
Additionally, a ν¯e-like event taking place inside the target is expected to have a nearly
isotropic distribution of the light inside the inner detector, with a small spread in the
photons arrival time at the PMTs. A contrario, in case of LN events characterized by long
train of pulses emitted on a PMT base, the flasher, as well as the surrounding PMTs, detect
promptly more photons than the units in the other side of the detector. Larger values of
σt are expected for the LN events with respect to the physics events.
While the σt cut rejects efficiently the LN at higher energies, its combination with a cut
based on the standard deviation of the PMTs integrated charge distribution σq proved to be
more efficient in rejecting the LN at energies ≈ 1 MeV. Fig. 18 shows the σq vs σt spectra
after applying both the qmax/qtot and Qdev cuts. Two populations are distinguishable,
separated by the black line, with the events of interest in the region at low σq and σt
selected through σt < 36 ns or σq < 464 − 8 × σt. Whereas previous analyses [24–26] used
to remove events above 40 ns, the 2D cut minimizes the detection inefficiency at low energy
allowing to lower the analysis threshold from 0.7 MeV to 0.4 MeV [12]. The final cuts used
to reject the LN events are then:
• qmax/qtot < 0.12
• Qdev < 30000 charge units
• σt < 36 ns or σq < 464 − 8 × σt
The combination of those cuts proved to be efficient at discriminating event by event
between LN and real interactions inside the target. The results presented here are based on
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Figure 20. 252Cf calibration data (source at the center of the detector) without any LN selection
(left): the Gd and the H capture peaks (∼190 and at ∼80 charge units) can be discriminated from
the LN events (population on the right) by the 2D cut in the σq vs σt plane. Distribution of the
LN variable σt for neutrino candidates found for data and Monte Carlo (right).
the analysis of one fifth of the data used in [12] which extends from April 13, 2011 to January
30, 2013. As stated before, the events with visible energy not in the region of interest for
the ν¯e analysis (i.e. between 0.4 and 20 MeV) are rejected, as well as the events with a
charge deposition in the inner veto greater than 30000 charge units. Table 1 summarizes
the single and the combined rejection of the data sample after the LN cuts. About 77.1 %
of the events acquired don’t pass the selection and are identified as background produced
by spurious triggers.
Fig. 19-left shows the energy spectrum of the data sample before and after the LN cuts.
The Gd capture peak around 8 MeV becomes clearly visible after the LN rejection, as
well as the contribution given by the radioactive contamination below the 2.6 MeV peak
from the 208Tl. The remaining LN, eventually not rejected by the previous cuts, can
be considered negligible for the θ13 analysis since the background is efficiently rejected
requesting the coincidence between the prompt signal and delayed neutron capture. The
possible contribution given by the coincidence of two uncorrelated LN signals is included in
the accidental background, which is precisely measured through a pure accidental sample
obtained by a delayed off-time (> 1 s) window [12]. Fig. 19-right shows the event rate for
the two populations selected from Fig. 18. As expected the physics remains stable whereas
the LN is increasing since the beginning of the data taking. No evidence of a correlated
background produced by multiple triggers from long LN pulses has been found. Finally,
the preliminary comparison between the physics sample after cuts with the data taken with
near detector, whose PMT bases have been blackened (see Sec. 7), confirms the success of
the LN rejection.
The LN strategy has been validated firstly on the calibration data. Different neutron
calibration runs with a 252Cf source placed at different positions along z-axis have been
analyzed. In Fig. 20-left the events reconstructed in a sphere of 50 cm radius around the
source are plotted in the σq vs σt plane after the same Evis and QIV cuts detailed before.
We clearly see a good separation between the physics events on the left and the LN on
the right, with the the Gd capture peak, visible at 190 charge units, not affected by the
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Cut Single cut rejection Combined rejection
σq/σt 67.8 % 67.8 %
qmax/qtot 51.9 % 76.2 %
Qdev 51.4 % 77.1 %
Table 1. Fraction of events rejected by applying LN cuts. The first column represents the total
events rejected by each cut independently, the second column the total events rejected by succes-
sively applying the cuts: 22.9 % of the events pass the selection.
2D cut. Dedicated simulations have been carried out in order to tune the rejection criteria
(Fig. 20-right) and estimating the inefficiency on the inverse beta decay selection. The
Monte Carlo based calculation of the inefficiency on IBD candidate was evaluated to be at
0.0004 ± 0.0002 % for σq/σt cut, 0.0118 ± 0.0008 % for qmax/qtot and 0.0004 ± 0.0002 % for
Qdev. Combining these 3 rejection cuts, the total detection inefficiency is 0.0124±0.0008 %,
that can be considered negligible for the neutrino oscillation analysis.
Since the beginning of the data taking, some noisy PMTs were turned off in order
to reduce the spurious trigger contamination. A few hours of dedicated runs with these
PMTs turned back on were taken later on for further LN studies. Fig. 21 shows the spatial
distribution of the events for these dedicated runs before applying the LN cuts. One can
clearly see structures in the buffer, the γ-catcher and the target, however it would be very
difficult to identify the noisy PMTs through the position reconstruction. Fig. 22 shows
the same distributions after applying the LN cuts: only a few events remain reconstructed
in the buffer and a smooth distribution, without clear artifacts, is evident in the neutrino
target. The success of the LN strategy allowed to turn these noisy PMTs back on in 2013.
7 The near detector
In order to reduce the trigger rate caused by the LN, the PMT bases of the near detector
were covered with a radiopure and chemically-compatible polyester film (TORAY, Lumirror
X30 [27]) which is the same type used in the KamLand experiment.
Several designs and different thicknesses of the sheet were tested, measuring the corre-
sponding reduction in the LN trigger rate using the laboratory setup described in Sec. 4.
The measurements were carried out at room temperature (29◦C) with a flasher PMT high
voltage set at 1900 V, higher than normal operating high voltage in order to maximize the
light emission. The highest reduction (99.88 %) was found for the design consisting of a
single piece of sheet folded around the PMT base, with a single cut ending in a hole to
let the cable exit (Fig. 23). The base cover was attached to the PMT mechanically, using
the PMT support structure, avoiding the use of glue. The cable exit had a rectangular
strip of sheet wrapped around it to prevent the light escaping through it. Similar results
were found for the 80 µm and 100 µm thicknesses. We chose the thinner sheet since it was
easier to fold. Small holes were punctured in the covers to allow the air to escape during
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Figure 21. Distribution of the events on the xy plane (left) and on the ρ2z plane (right) from the
special runs dedicated to the LN study. LN cuts are not applied. The black lines correspond to the
target, γ-catcher and buffer.
Figure 22. Distribution of the events on the xy plane (left) and on the ρ2z plane (right) from the
special runs dedicated to the LN study, after applying the cuts.
the detector filling process, thus avoiding the formation of trapped air bubbles inside the
detector.
A spectroscopy study of the optical properties of the 80µm sheet was carried out inde-
pendently, measuring its transmittance as a function of the wavelength. While the trans-
mittance is practically null in the UV region, it slowly rises in the IR, being on average of
the order of 0.16 % in the visible region, in agreement with the reduction measured in the
laboratory setup. The bases of all the 390 PMTs for the Inner Detector were covered with
the black sheet.
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Figure 23. PMT base covered with black sheet as made for the near detector.
The covering of the base reduced drastically the LN in the near detector. Fig. 24 shows
that only one population of events is evident in the σq vs σt spectra. Those events can
be selected after applying qmax/qtot and Qdev cuts as it has been done for the far detector,
once taken into account the different PMTs gain between the two detectors. The evidence
proves that the instrumental background was correctly identified and understood.
It is possible that a small fraction of the light, which propagates inside the PMT, exits
through its transparent window. The pulse can be detected by the tubes in front of the
flasher. However that signal should be more easily rejected by the qmax/qtot cut described
in Sec. 6, making the impact of the LN, on both physics data and trigger rate, negligible in
the near detector. Indeed, no clear evidence of the LN is present in the first near detector
data, although the detector behavior will be carefully monitored during the entire data
taking looking for possible hints of LN .
8 Conclusions
The emission of light inside the optical volume has been observed during the preliminary
operations of the Double Chooz far detector in the form of fast (≈ 10 − 100 ns) flash of
light or of a train ( ≈ 1 − 10 µs) of signals similar to the glowing in gas. Even though only
one PMT typically detects a large pulse, the light spreads out among the other PMTs after
several reflections triggering the DAQ and contaminating the physics data sample. Tests
in-situ and in an external laboratory proved that the ensemble of phenomena called Light
Noise was produced by the combined effect of heat and high voltage on the epoxy resin
covering the photomultiplier bases. The Light Noise rate rose during the data taking with
the far detector, such that more than 75 % of the total triggers are currently produced by the
spurious light emission. A correlation between the light emission rate and the temperature
of the liquid scintillator was found, with a seasonal variation of the rate gradient.
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Figure 24. σq vs σt spectra of the first ND data. The black line represents a 2D cut, similar to the
one used for the FD analysis (see Fig. 18), adjusted taking into account the different PMTs gain
between FD and ND (see text for details).
Since the acquired data were contaminated by this instrumental background, a set of
cuts was used to select the physics events in the off-line analysis. One time-based as well
as three charge-based variables were designed to identify and reject the different types of
Light Noise detected at low as well as high energy, with an estimated combined signal
inefficiency of 0.0124±0.0008 %, which was considered negligible for the neutrino oscillation
analysis.
At the same time the bases of the near detector PMTs have been covered with a black
sheet of a radiopure material in order to reduce the impact of this background on the total
trigger rate. The modification has drastically reduced the contamination of the spurious
events in the physics data, and is expected to improve further the efficiency of the analysis
cuts. The evolution of the Light Noise rate and energy spectrum is constantly monitored
during the data taking of the experiment with both detectors in operation.
Several other experiments reported similar instrumental effects. It is not possible to
directly extrapolate our results to other detectors since no systematic study or explanation
of the light emission mechanism have been published. Nonetheless, the results of the inves-
tigations can be particularly relevant for experiments that are known to use similar epoxy
resins or base assembly.
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